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mining electronic medical records (Doshi-Velez,
Ge, & Kohane, 2014; Lingren et al., 2016). While
valuable, these efforts are often limited to
analyzing text generated by doctors or other
programs (Tran et al., 2014), rather than directly
assessing specific psychiatric issues in patients
themselves. This paper discusses ways in which
analyzing spoken language in psychiatric contexts
can move the needle on two persistent challenges:
reproducibility in human social sciences (Section
2), and inequities in mental health care (Section 3).

Abstract
Computational linguistics holds promise
for improving scientific integrity in clinical
psychology, and for reducing longstanding
inequities in healthcare access and quality.
This paper describes how computational
linguistics approaches could address the
“reproducibility crisis” facing social
science, particularly with regards to
reliable diagnosis of neurodevelopmental
and psychiatric conditions including autism
spectrum disorder (ASD). It is argued that
these improvements in scientific integrity
are poised to naturally reduce persistent
healthcare inequities in neglected
subpopulations, such as verbally fluent
girls and women with ASD, but that
concerted attention to this issue is
necessary to avoid reproducing biases built
into training data. Finally, it is suggested
that computational linguistics is just one
component of an emergent digital
phenotyping toolkit that could ultimately
be used for clinical decision support, to
improve clinical care via precision
medicine (i.e., personalized intervention
planning), granular treatment response
monitoring (including remotely), and for
gene-brain-behavior studies aiming to
pinpoint the underlying biological etiology
of
otherwise
behaviorally-defined
conditions like ASD.
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Reproducibility

In 2015, an article appeared in the journal Science,
which suggested that the majority of published
experiments in psychology are not reproducible
(Open Science Collaboration, 2015). Out of 100
experiments, only 39 replicated in a new sample,
despite careful methods and communication with
original authors (see (Gilbert, King, Pettigrew, &
Wilson, 2016) for a comment, and (Anderson et al.,
2016) for a response). In this and subsequent
analyses, lack of scientific reproducibility has been
argued to be due to a number of factors, including
p-hacking, selective reporting of results, overemphasis on innovation and novelty over stability,
poor experimental training for scientists, lack of
power (small sample sizes), and inadequate
measurement (Button et al., 2013; National
Science Foundation, 2015). The first part of this
short paper focuses on reproducibility challenges
that result from traditional methods of psychiatric
diagnosis and symptom measurement, and
proposes that computational linguistics is a
promising tool for improving reliability and
enhancing fine-grained characterization efforts.

Introduction

Humans are complex social beings, and the
intricacies of language manifest this richness.
Although language emanates from the brain, it has
not yet been fully leveraged in the service of
understanding brain-based psychiatric variation
(e.g., disorders such as schizophrenia, bipolar
disorder, and autism). Efforts to incorporate
computational linguistics approaches into the
mental health system have primarily focused on

2.1

Psychiatric Diagnosis

Reproducible methods in the field of clinical
psychology and psychiatry require, first and
foremost, accurate characterization of the
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condition under study. However, potential error is
inherent in how psychiatric diagnoses are
traditionally made. Although significant resources
have been devoted to identifying biological causes
of psychiatric conditions like schizophrenia, and
some non-diagnostic brain-based (Ecker,
Bookheimer, & Murphy, 2015; McDonald et al.,
2005; Zalesky, Fornito, & Bullmore, 2010) and
genetic (Geschwind et al., 2001) differences have
been identified, the majority of mental health
disorders are still diagnosed using behavior alone
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013).
Whether or not a person has a psychiatric
condition may seem obvious, but a number of
factors complicate reliable diagnosis. First, in the
absence of biological ground truth (e.g., a blood
test or a brain scan), clinicians must grapple with
wide behavioral heterogeneity that can cause two
people with the same disorder to appear very
different from one another. For example, ASD
symptoms often manifest differently from one
person to the next. Within a single subject,
behavioral profiles may vary from week-to-week
or even day-to-day. An individual may appear very
typical in one context (e.g., familiar, low-stress
environments), but their autistic behaviors could
become very obvious in others (e.g., novel, highstress environments). The consequences of this
variability are measurable, such that a large, multisite study of ASD found relatively low diagnostic
agreement between expert clinicians at different
sites (Catherine Lord, 2012).
Low diagnostic agreement has significant
implications for the reliability of human scientific
research. For example, in order to test whether
ASD causes differences in executive function, a
study should control every other variable except
diagnosis. That is, two groups are assembled:
individuals with ASD and neurotypical controls.
Groups are matched on important variables like sex
ratio, race/ethnicity, chronological age, full-scale
IQ, verbal IQ, nonverbal IQ, maternal education (a
strong predictor of offspring language ability,
which has associations with executive function),
etc. An executive function task is administered,
and if the groups differ, it may be inferred that the
difference is due to ASD. However, if the
diagnostic category of ASD is in any way
unreliable, another researcher following the exact
same procedure with a new sample may not
produce the same result due to differences in the
ASD group.

Poor diagnostic reliability is a long-standing
problem in psychiatric research. Some have
suggested that larger sample sizes could reduce the
impact of the problem, but the low incidence of
ASD [current estimates suggest that approximately
1.5% of the population has ASD (Christensen,
2016)], in combination with long and expensive
diagnostic processes, make it challenging to
assemble high-powered samples. Recent research
suggests that computational linguistics could
provide objective diagnostic decision support
(through direct measurement) in ways that might
speed the process and make it more reliable.
2.2

Objective Measurement for Clinical
Characterization

The process of making a mental health diagnosis
is often mediated by language; primary diagnostic
tools for many psychiatric conditions include
structured or semi-structured interviews, wherein a
clinical psychologist or psychiatrist asks patients
about their thoughts, feelings, and experiences
(Kaufman et al., 1997; Lord et al., 1989),
comparing patterns of responding to diagnostic
symptom checklists or scoring algorithms. After
incorporating other relevant information (e.g.,
family/medical history, current stressors),
clinicians use their best judgment to determine
diagnostic category. When individuals are
nonverbal or minimally verbal, these interviews
may be conducted with family members who know
the person well (Rutter, LeCouteur, & Lord, 2008).
Characteristics of patient speech and language are
often noted in the course of clinical evaluations,
but they are often only minimally quantified; that
is, presence or absence of atypical speech-language
characteristics are noted, but highly detailed
information is often not systematically gathered.
Thus, one valuable application for computational
linguistics within clinical psychology and
psychiatry is to enhance existing phenotypic
characterization methods by adding fine-grained
measures of patient speech and language produced
during diagnostic evaluations.
In recent years, linguists and computer scientists
have begun to analyze clinical evaluations using
computational approaches (Black et al., 2011;
Kiss, Santen, Prud’Hommeaux, & Black, 2012;
Kumar et al., 2016). For example, it has been
shown that not only do children with ASD speak
differently than neurotypical peers during
diagnostic assessments (Parish-Morris et al.,
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2016), but characteristics of the interviewer’s
language predict children’s symptom severity as
well (Bone, Bishop, Gupta, Lee, & Narayanan,
2016).
Beyond applying computational linguistics
approaches to audio recordings of clinical
assessments (which remain expensive and
complicated to collect, and are not very
ecologically valid), researchers have begun to
explore whether computational linguistics could be
used to characterize psychiatric disorders using
everyday language samples (Parish-Morris et al.,
2018). Naturalistic samples are challenging to
study for a variety of reasons, including the myriad
uncontrolled (and perhaps uncontrollable)
variables inherent in dynamic human interaction.
Consider two people meeting each other for the
first time. Each person’s behavior is influenced not
only by their genetically-linked dispositions, but
also a lifetime of experiences, and immediate
factors (e.g., did they eat breakfast that day?).
When the two people begin to converse, their
behavior becomes bi-directionally influential (e.g.,
each person dynamically reacts to the other in real
time, which affects the next moment, and so on).
When one or more participants brings extreme
psychiatric variation (e.g., active psychosis) to the
conversation – the interaction itself changes, and
the course of the interaction will likely also fall
outside the norm. Despite the challenges associated
with measuring two people in an uncontrolled
context instead of one person in a controlled
context (as in a clinical evaluation), basing future
research on naturalistic samples is key; the
generalizability gap between research and the real
world will shrink as we increase the ecological
validity of our research samples.
Importantly, tools
from
computational
linguistics might also be used to directly influence
diagnostic decision making in ways that make it
more reproducible. Rather than replacing
clinicians, the current promise of computational
linguistics is to develop objective and granular
metrics for use as clinical decision support tools.
For example, objective linguistic analysis could be
used to flag subtle atypical patterns that are not
perceptible to the naked ear [e.g., slightly elevated
disfluency rates, or reduced lexical diversity;
(Parish-Morris et al., 2017, 2018)]. Clinicians
provided with this type of evidence could use it, in
combination with other information like family
history, as part of the diagnostic decision process.

In summary, using computational linguistics to
more accurately specify behavioral phenotypes in
psychiatry will not only improve our ability to
quickly and objectively diagnose patients, but will
also improve our efforts to understand the
biological underpinnings of these disorders, by
helping us identify diagnostic groups that can be
carved along objective joints. Improved
characterization of psychiatric conditions will
allow researchers to assemble experimental groups
that are more homogeneous than broad “ASD” vs.
“neurotypical” designations. Reducing sample
heterogeneity
(noise)
through
improved
characterization could increase the likelihood of
identifying true signal in scientific studies, thus
improving reproducibility. Finally, objective
computational linguistics tools that do not require
human intervention could be used by clinicians for
clinical decision support, ultimately improving
diagnostic reliability.

3

Healthcare Inequities

Computational linguistics has the potential
improve human behavioral science by addressing
problems with reproducibility, but it can also
improve the state of mental health care by reducing
inequities related to access and provider biases.
Persistent race-, sex-, and income-related
inequities in health outcomes have been
extensively documented across a wide variety of
domains. These have been attributed, in part, to
reduced access in some cases (Ahmed, Lemkau,
Nealeigh, & Mann, 2001) and deep-seated
provider biases in others (Burgess, van Ryn,
Dovidio, & Saha, 2007; Chapman, Kaatz, &
Carnes, 2013). This is especially problematic in
psychiatry and clinical psychology, given recent
estimates suggesting that nearly 1 in 5 people lives
with a mental health condition (Hedden et al.,
2015). Below, it is argued that some inequities
could be addressed using tools developed jointly
by computational linguists and clinicians.
3.1

Sources of Inequity: Access

Inter-related barriers to healthcare access
include geographic distance, mental health
provider
shortages,
and
socio-economic
disadvantages (expensive care). High-quality
mental health care availability varies widely by
region in the United States. Geographically remote
individuals – those living far from a population
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center – currently have limited access to
psychiatric screening and services (New American
Economy, 2017). Even in population centers, a
significant shortage of mental health providers
leads to long wait lists for care (National Council
for Behavioral Health, 2017). Given this shortage
and lower reimbursement rates for mental vs.
physical care (Melek, Perlman, & Davenport,
2017), many mental health providers choose not to
accept insurance. Thus, if a patient does not have
the economic resources to pay privately, they may
not be able to receive care in their area, or may
need to wait months to begin the intake and
assessment process, much less engage in treatment.
3.2

al., 2007; Ojeda & Bergstresser, 2008; Puhl &
Brownell, 2001; Sentell, Shumway, & Snowden,
2007; Winter et al., 2016). One potential source of
bias is baked into mental health assessment tools:
often, the tools used to assess, intervene, and
monitor treatment response were not developed on
the populations to whom they are currently being
applied, and may therefore be inappropriate for
entire segments of people. For example, when
“depression inventories” were developed in the
1950s and 60s, who was included in the norming
sample?
Depression was once thought to be much more
common in women than men, and thus
“depression” was conceptualized using women as
prototypical exemplars. However, research
suggests that the stereotypical conceptualization of
depression as feelings of extreme sadness, while
true for many women, does not hold true for many
men. For men, depression may be more likely to
manifest as irritability and aggression (Martin,
Neighbors, & Griffith, 2013), leading many men to
live their lives undiagnosed and untreated.
On the flip side of the coin, autism was
originally described in predominantly male
samples (Asperger, 1944; Kanner, 1943).
Subsequently, most established assessment tools
are male-referenced. Unfortunately, failure to
understand the female autistic phenotype has led to
systematic under-diagnosis of girls and women
with ASD, who are either missed entirely or
misdiagnosed with other disorders instead
(Loomes, Hull, & Mandy, 2017). Incorrect or
missed diagnoses are a serious concern in ASD, as
early intervention has been shown to improve later
outcomes (Howlin, Magiati, & Charman, 2009).
Although some researchers have developed sexreferenced norms for social characterization
(Constantino, 2012), the primary diagnostic tools
for ASD still do not acknowledge the ways in
which the disorder may manifest differently in girls
vs. boys (American Psychiatric Association, 2013;
Lord, Risi, & Bishop, 2012; Rutter et al., 2008).
These two examples spark further questions:
how might depression and autism look different in
cultural subgroups, such as recent immigrants from
various parts of the world? Questions about
whether historical norming and development
samples are truly representative of the diverse set
of people now seeking help for mental health
issues in the U.S. have significant implications for

Improving Access

Computational
linguistics
approaches,
particularly when integrated into web- and phonebased telemedicine, could address some of these
barriers to access. For example, long wait lists for
screening or assessment of ASD could be
shortened by the introduction of home- or schoolbased audio/video algorithms that measure how
severely a person is impacted (and thus, help shorthanded clinicians triage potential patients).
Although this is not a complete fix (it addresses
only one part of a larger problem), it could help
overburdened clinicians organize their time and
effort more efficiently to help those most
immediately in need of assessment and services.
Similarly, telemedicine approaches to depression
monitoring could use vocal features (Yang,
Fairbairn, & Cohn, 2013) alone or in combination
with facial markers (Williamson, Quatieri, Helfer,
Ciccarelli, & Mehta, 2014) to track change over
time and signal the need for urgent intervention;
moving people to the top of the waitlist. While
expensive to initially build, these kinds of
algorithms could reduce costs over time, as more
people access health services through supportive
automation.
3.3

Sources of Inequity: Biases

A growing body of research delineates deep and
enduring biases within the medical and mental
health treatment communities that negatively
impact care for patients from racial/ethnic minority
backgrounds, individuals born into poverty,
immigrants/refugees/non-Western peoples, people
with disabilities, gender minorities, and women
(Conner et al., 2010; Fiscella, Franks, Doescher, &
Saver, 2002; McCann & Sharek, 2016; Nadeem et
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accurately identifying the needs of a diverse patient
population, and for providing effective services.
3.4

addressing mental health conditions are not
without their weaknesses. For example, wellintentioned efforts to use machine learning in
support of policing has led to unjust racial
profiling; this profiling was largely due to raciallybiased training data (Chander, 2017). If training
data is biased, the algorithm will be biased too. In
the case of ASD, labeled language training data is
subject to the problems associated with systematic,
long-term under-diagnosis of girls. This begs the
question: How can we use computational
linguistics or digital phenotyping to support
clinician decision-making when available training
data is biased against females, or racial/ethnic
minorities, or economically disadvantaged
individuals? It is critical to grapple with these
questions while simultaneously forging ahead to
collect new (less biased) data, and develop tools
that purposefully counteract these biases while
eliminating barriers to access for underserved
populations.

Reducing Biases

Language is one of the primary mediums
through which behavioral diagnoses like autism,
ADHD, depression, and anxiety are made, so it is
important to recognize that language is also one of
the mediums through which biases operate most
efficiently. Accents, grammar, prosody, and word
choice are all features that may be associated with
unconscious biases (e.g., negative stereotypes
could be activated by accents typical of rural
populations in the U.S., slang used in inner cities,
upspeak/vocal fry, accents of individuals learning
English as a second language, etc.).
The challenge that computational linguistics can
address, at least in part, is to provide objective
metrics for quantifying language in a way that
could reduce the effects of these linguistic biases.
Much like orchestral auditions that, when
conducted behind a curtain, result in significantly
more women being hired than when the judge sees
the person performing (Goldin & Rouse, 2000),
biases that affect clinician judgements could be
significantly reduced – or perhaps even eliminated
– through the application of more objective
measurement
approaches
developed
by
computational linguists.
The goal of objective measurement is to
circumvent identified problems with bias that
affect the likelihood of understudied subgroups
getting referred, evaluated, diagnosed, and treated
appropriately (e.g., men with depression, girls and
women with ASD). However, the promise of
comprehensive digital phenotyping (to include
audio, video, web- and phone-based methods, and
wearables) is not that measurement in the social
sciences will suddenly be perfect. Rather, it is
hoped that the quest to develop objective metrics
for use in mental health research and practice will
shed light on biases that operate in assessment and
treatment contexts, and will allow those biases to
be purposefully counteracted. This effort has
significant implications for how we detect and treat
mental health conditions in diverse patient
populations.

4

5

Conclusion

Objective phenotyping approaches based in
computational linguistics will likely prove useful
for scientific reasons like reproducibility and
measurement granularity. Importantly, these
methods also hold promise as tools to improve
healthcare access and equity. Groups that have
been historically understudied, subject to bias,
and otherwise disenfranchised from getting early
accurate mental health screening and personalized
treatment, with negative impacts on long-term
outcomes, stand to benefit from carefully
implemented digital phenotyping efforts that
identify/correct deeply problematic biases and
barriers to equitable research and care.
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